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Changing Times 

The COVID19 Coronoavirus pandemic has introduced us into a world we never imagined. During these unprecedented 
times we have all been asked to learn to adapt to a new normal. The return to the office will be a challenge and 
Workpointe is here to help you navigate what that might look like. 

Our industry has been moving towards open-office collaboration for years now and unfortunately with COVID19 that 
is the exact opposite of what we need right now. Fortunately, several innovative manufacturers have developed 
solutions that can apply social distancing, easily cleanable, and simple installation to existing workspaces. For minimal 
investment you can keep your employees safe and your business running successfully. 
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Essential Supplies

Essential Supplies

As we get ready to return to work or school, 
we have all the supplies you may need to 
keep you, your employees, colleagues, 
students and clients stay safe.

Hand sanitizer, disposable masks, touchless 
sanitizer dispenser, antiseptic wipes, 
antimicrobial wipes and back to work kits.
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Desk Screens

Made of PET material for sound absorption, 
these screens can be used as modesty 
screens or dividers (or both at the same time) 
and can be moved up and down throughout 
the day with a push or pull of the fingers. 
Easily user-adjustable

KI | Height Adjustable Screens
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EzoBoard | Desk Separators

Desk Screens

We have plenty of work separation products 
that will create physical distancing in minutes. 
With minimal hardware, these products can 
be installed quickly to create isolated work 
spaces for your employees. Slide-on desk 
separators, tall desk screens, and floor-
to-ceiling work zone dividers will give you 
the separation needed. And all with great 
acoustic performance too!
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3Form | Desk Wrap 

These easy to clean partitions integrate 
seamlessly into existing office layouts to 
divide personal workspaces. Enhance safety 
without compromising design. These space 
saving screens attach directly to your work 
surface and onto desks to fit into existing 
offices. Made from Varia, the same material 
used for healthcare applications, these divid-
ers offer durability and can be easily disin-
fected. Varia is available in a wide range of 
color & patterns to fit your design aesthetic.

Desk Screens
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Watson | C9 Screen

Desk Screen

The Watson C9 screen is made of translucent 
acrylic which is perfect for disinfecting. It can 
be added to any existing worksurface with 
varying thicknesses. It is available in 19” or 
24”heights. The screen bracket simply slides 
over the desk surface and clamps tight from 
below for easy installation.

A c r y l i c  D e s k  S i d e  S c r e e n

External view of bracket

User view of bracket

A side screen for the desk to aid in social distancing.

04-21-20 v2
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LOFTwall | Screens

Desk Screens

Quickly and securely separate space in 
any environment with Desktop Shields.   
Completely recycle-able, Counter Shield 
can stand up to harsh cleaners to ensure 
a sanitary environment for all customers. 
Available in frame and frameless. 
Screens can anchor to a surface or be 
free standing. Product can be cleaned 
with healthcare-grade cleaners. Multiple 
screens can be linked together. Product can 
be assembled in less than 5 minutes and 
adapted to existing work environments. 
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Freestanding Screens

Tattoo offers both Flex and Spine screens. 
Flex screens are easy to move, so you can 
expand or contract workstations for either 
individual focus or team interaction. Spine 
screens support in-line planning with or 
without power and data. Both screens 
feature a unique base design, which allows 
screens to stand independently. A variety 
of screen inserts can be added to enhance 
aesthetics, acoustics and function. Clear 
plexi, PET acoustical, markerboard, laminate, 
and acrylic are all options for this versatile 
screen.

KI | Tattoo Screens
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Clarus Glassboard | goMobile!

Freestanding Screens

The goMobile! screens help supply function 
while creating privacy. Available in glass 
markerboard (which can hold up to some 
of the harshest cleaners) or PET acoustical 
material. Available in metal or wood frame 
and thousands of glass color options. The 
goMobile board will look beautiful in your 
new space.
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Teknion | Zones Screens

Freestanding Screens

Teknion Zones screens can operate as divid-
ing partitions or used to create enclosures 
for private workspaces. Made of laminate or 
wood, the product can easily be wiped down 
with disinfectants and look great too!
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Clarus Glassboards | TherMobile

Thermometer Protection

During the current COVID-19 pandemic, 
essential businesses are facing health and 
safety challenges like never before. That’s 
why Clarus transformed their mobile product 
with a shield and cutout so employers can 
take temperatures at a safe distance.

Antimicrobial, Non-porous Glass the 
TherMobile’s shield provides an extra layer of 
protection during the screening process. Due 
to its antimicrobial properties, TherMobile’s 
glass inhibits the growth of bacteria and 
allows for its surface to be wiped clean. With 
a four-wheel base, TherMobile is adaptable 
and can be moved around to any location, 
making it easy to safely take temperatures 
anywhere in your facility.
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Sanitize Stations

Healthfirst products promote the use of 
personal protection products, reducing the 
risk of cross contamination.

Freestanding Infection Control Centers are 
perfect for public waiting and reception 
areas, providing a single enclosure for 
dispensing sanitizer, masks and tissues with 
poster area for health related messages.

PPE products are also secured within the 
station so cannot be moved elsewhere or 
removed all together.

Peter Pepper Products | Healthfirst
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MityBilt | SaniTower

Sanitize Stations

Hands-free sanitize station. The SaniTower 
includes a 1 liter bottle and when you step on 
the pedal at the base of the unit, the sanitizer 
is dispense, keep your hands completely free.
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Takeform | Purify

Sanitize Stations

From hospitals to schools to offices, sanitizer 
dispensers occupy nearly every public 
space. Unfortunately, these units often 
look like unsightly afterthoughts. Not so 
with Additions. Specify from limitless finish 
options, leaving visitors and staff with the 
protection they need and a fresh impression 
of your space and your brand. 

Takeform offers a range of station 
configurations to fit the functionality you 
need. Disinfectant. Sanitizer wipes. Gloves. 
Masks. Tissues. Gowns. All an ADA-compliant 
3.9” extending from the wall.
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Pallas Textiles | Bleach Cleanable Fabrics 

Fabrics

We have a wide variety of bleach cleanable 
fabrics in hundreds of colors, patterns, 
textures and price ranges. New furniture 
can be upholstered with the fabric directly 
or you can even buy yards of the fabric to 
reupholster existing products as well.




